
1
Luis’s mother Matilde went from being well-off to a young, widowed single mother in danger of losing everything. What stood out to you 
about her faith or character? How might God be inviting you to grow in faith now so that you could be ready to navigate your own 
uncertain future?

2
Luis’s father, Luis Sr., lived a life of sacrificial generosity—of money, talents, and time. In the “unfair” circumstances of his untimely death, 
it might have been easy to question God’s character. Still, he died praising and rejoicing! How can you cultivate deep generosity in your 
life without making it “transactional”—feeling like God owes you something?

3
Mr. Charles Rogers, the missionary who led the Palau family to faith, was a high-ranking businessman, yet content with serving Jesus in 
complete anonymity, far from his home. What feelings or challenges come up for you when you serve without reward or recognition? Is 
this an area where you need to grow?

4
Ray Stedman, a California pastor, helped Luis loosen up some of the more legalistic parts of his childhood faith to find a new freedom in 
who he was in Christ. What are some of your “hangups” or areas of legalism that God might be inviting you to surrender? How can you 
remember the relaxed, joyful, even humorous side of living a full life and following Jesus?

5
Major Ian Thomas helped Luis understand the power of “the indwelling Christ” at a moment of spiritual exhaustion. Are you living today 
with the power that comes from intimacy with the Holy Spirit? We can’t fake or manufacture this. If you aren’t experiencing it, do you 
sense anything that you can do to invite God’s intimate presence more into your life?

6
Billy Graham, the great evangelist, was a key mentor and friend of Luis. Despite many reasons Mr. Graham might have become arrogant 
or proud, he manifested deep personal humility. Discuss with a friend: what do you think humility is? What destroys humility in a life? 
Knowing yourself, what tempts you to pride?

7 Pat, Luis’s wife, is a powerful example of “living sacrifice”—giving herself for the sake of others and the good news. Who is a person like 
this in your life? How do they show the love of Jesus to you? What can you do to honor and learn from them?

8
Luis’s sons, Andrew, Kevin, Keith, and Steven, are all following God in their own callings. Luis talks about learning from the differences 
between generations, and being open to new ideas. Who in your life might God be calling you to listen and learn from, even if you think 
about things differently? How can you engage that relationship with humility for genuine growth?

9
The Luis Palau Association has been Luis’s team for many years. Luis reflects on how his impact would have been impossible without 
them. Who is your “team” for ministry? What can you do to develop those relationships? How can you work more effectively to live your 
calling?

10

Encouraging the global church has been an emphasis of Luis’s ministry from the beginning. He reflects on the importance of unity in 
Jesus beyond political, racial, geographic, or cultural barriers. What are the walls in your own heart toward Christians who are different 
than you? What “type” of Christian do you have a hard time accepting? What do you need to confess or repent of in order to love the 
entire Body of Christ more effectively?

11
As Luis honestly reflects on his terminal cancer, the prospect of death gives deeper meaning to his faith. Have you been avoiding facing 
something difficult or tragic in your life? If so, what can you do to engage it honestly, offering your whole self to Jesus with deeper 
surrender?

12
The future, in Luis’s eyes, looks bright! Besides the sure hope of eternal life in Jesus, a new generation will live new stories of the good 
news across the globe. Looking forward, what is holding you back from a rich hope for the future? How can you dedicate your whole 
self to serving and loving Jesus in the coming years?
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